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There's nothing quite like the wise words that only grandfathers can deliver, and their
wealth of experience means that there is no problem they don't have a solution for;
whether it is advice on how best to shine your shoes, how to win at cards, or just a bit of
basic good sense, grandfathers never let you down. Grandfather's Wisdom is a fantastic
treasure trove that contains such homespun wisdom as: tips for household and outdoor
maintenance (including how to clean windows properly and how to maintain your shed),
how to maintain your personal appearance from polishing your shoes to the dos and
don'ts of facial hair, timeless tips for classic hobbies, from 'old-fashioned' games, like
boules, and card games to fishing, hiking and drawing. Harking back to a life of traditional
values and basic good sense, Grandfather's Wisdom is more relevant and useful than
ever.

Sales Points
Grandfathers always know best and now Grandfather's Wisdom pulls together
generations of collected wisdom into one handy and attractive package
C ontains Grandad's timeless knowledge and understanding, along with practical advice
and fun suggestions
Beautifully presented in a nostalgic, embossed cloth-effect cover

Reviews
'A fascinating back-to-basics handbook to help younger generations around the home,
garden and at work' - The Sun
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